ELEVATE YOUR DRONE PROTECTION
PERFECTION MEETS PROTECTION
Pelican, the manufacturer of mil-spec and battle proven protection, has aligned with one of the UAV industry’s most respected drone makers, DJI™, to engineer ultimate drone transport cases. Now you can move through grip trucks, airports, and construction sites, as well as remote, action-packed movie sets with your fully outfitted drone intact and unscathed, with peace of mind.

TRUSTED PROTECTION INSIDE AND OUT
Crush, dust and water proof, the Pelican™ Flightline Series™ drone cases are tough. And, since 1976, military, fire and law enforcement professionals have trusted Pelican to protect their equipment.

The watertight O-ring seal and double-throw latches keep the lid shut, water out, and easy to open on the job. Plus, tough polymer structure is engineered for extreme drops and impacts.

DJI equipment demands perfection and with precision cut foam your drone equipment will be safely nestled from the outside world. Black polyethylene foam is sturdy, resilient and can absorb shock from internal drone movement. Plus, contrasting red closed-cell foam top increases durability and allows quick identification of your gear.

PROTECTION AVAILABLE FOR:
- DJI™ MATRICE™ 600PRO DRONE
- DJI™ MATRICE™ 200 SERIES V1 / V2 DRONES
- DJI™ INSPIRE™ 2 DRONE

Pelican™ Case for
DJI™ MATRICE™ 600PRO DRONE
CASE CATALOG NO: FLTDM600

Detachable Casters Available

PELICAN™ CASE FOR ADDITIONAL BATTERIES

DRONE BATTERY: DJI™ TB47S OR TB48S
CASE CATALOG NO: FLTBM600

FITS:
- 18 DJI™ TB47S OR TB48S BATTERIES
- CABLES/ACCESSORIES

PROTECTION AVAILABLE FOR:
- DJI™ MATRICE™ 600PRO DRONE
- DJI™ MATRICE™ 200 SERIES V1 / V2 DRONES
- DJI™ INSPIRE™ 2 DRONE

CASE CATALOG NO: FLTDM600

Pelican™ Case for
DJI™ MATRICE™ 600PRO DRONE

FOAM CONFIGURATION

LEID FOAM

TOP LAYER

MIDDLE LAYER

BASE LAYER

A: DJI™ MATRICE™ 600PRO DRONE WITH DJI™ RONIN™ MX
B: REMOTE CONTROLLER(S)
C: STRAP LOOP
D: SLOTS FOR AN APPLE® IPAD®
E: HEX CHARGERS
F: ACCESSORIES/CHARGING CABLES
G: BATTERIES (DJI™ TB47S X 12)
H: ACCESSORIES
I: DJI™ RONIN™ MX BATTERIES
J: DJI™ RONIN™ SERIES INTELLIGENT BATTERIES
K: LANDING GEAR (STORED IN LID)
Fits all DJI™ M200, M210, and M210 RTK models

---

**FOAM CONFIGURATION**

- A: DJI™ MATRICE™ 200/210 V1/V2
- B: DJI™ TB50/TB55 BATTERIES
- C: CHARGER HUB
- D: CONTROLLER
- E: DJI™ CRYSTAL SKY™ 7.85
- F: DJI™ CRYSTAL SKY™ 5.5
- G: LANDING GEAR CAVITY
- H: PROP CAVITY
- I: CHARGER
- J: DJI™ CRYSTAL SKY™ BATTERY
- K: 2 DJI™ TB50/TB55 BATTERIES OR LENS BOXES (2) VIA REMOVABLE PLUG

---

**PELLICAN™ CASE FOR ADDITIONAL BATTERIES**

- DRONE BATTERY: DJI™ TB50 / TB55
- CASE CATALOG NO: FLTBM200

Fits:

- 20 BATTERIES - 10 DJI™ TB50 BATTERIES IN ADDITION TO 10 DJI™ TB55 AND/OR DJI™ TB50 BATTERIES

---

Wheels and extended handle get you to the job site faster.
FOAM CONFIGURATION

A: DJI™ INSPIRE™ 2
B: ADDITIONAL BATTERIES
C: DJI™ INSPIRE™ BATTERY CHARGER
D: DJI™ CRYSTAL SKY™
E: DJI™ CRYSTAL SKY™ BATTERIES
F: DJI™ CRYSTAL SKY™ CHARGER
G: DJI™ CINESSD™ STATION
H: DJI™ INSPIRE™ BATTERY CHARGER POWER SUPPLY AND CABLES
I: DJI™ INSPIRE™ CONTROLLER
J: ANTENNA
K: PROP CAVITY
L: ACCESSORIES
M: CONTROLLER
N: LENSES PLUS CAMERA BOX
O: SSD

PELICAN™ CASE FOR ADDITIONAL BATTERIES

DRONE BATTERY: DJI™ TB50 WITH CHARGERS
CASE CATLOG NO: FLTBI2S2

FITS:
• 16 DJI™ TB50 BATTERIES
• 2 CHARGERS
• 2 CHARGER HUBS
• CHARGER CABLES AND ACCESSORIES

Wheels and extended handle get you to the job site faster.